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The Individual

As an individual, one of the greatest things I can do is help another individual.

The individual exercises the faculty of creative imagination.

The individual is a visionary, someone who has an idea, a dream, a vision of possibilities.

The individual is capable of doing, being, achieving and having fantastic experiences.

The individual can create and co-create with one or more people.

The individual can accept personal responsibility and exercise power.

The individuals power is based on imagination and effort to transform and create alternate 
reality.

The individual is capable of accessing and experiencing multi-dimensional reality.

The individual is here to learn, grow, excel and achieve certain specific things.

The individual can discover their purpose, gifts, aptitudes and talents, they develop their 
abilities and skills.

The individual can experience greater freedom, imagination, power, creativity and success.

The individual can develop greater awareness, understanding, perception, perspective and 
wisdom.

The individual can learn, grow, excel, feel worthwhile, increase in self esteem and self 
actualization, they can choose to express the best of who they are.

The individual can choose to build and exercise solid civilized character, personality, 
competence and reliability.

The individual can exercise and experience trust, discharge duties, express acts of valour and 
courage.

The individual can as a noble soul express self sacrifice, zeal, energy, enthusiasm, passion 
and super powers.

The individual can acquire and deploy resources, capabilities, infrastructure for successful 
mission tasking.

The individual can create an environment where it is possible to share that vision and build 
great things together with others if desired, and always as a motivated autonomous individual.

The individual can form an enterprise or entity, endeavour a project, direction or initiative in 
any jurisdiction, and as an expansion of a self sufficient self managing individual.
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The individual can invent simple, comprehensive and complex business combinations to 
achieve any purpose envisioned.

The individual can optimize capital structure and securities in accordance with their intense 
desire, to do, to build and to achieve what is envisioned.

The individuals’ intense desire, creative imagination and ability to achieve and experience that 
alternate reality that is envisioned can grow exponentially.

The individual can envision possibilities, amplify probabilities and with focused effort create 
reality, there are no limits to the creative imagination.

The individual that exercises the faculty of creative imagination and projects effort to achieve, 
create and experience that vision, enables the providence of the alternate reality creation 
engine which offers unlimited and unknown variables to be possible, including synchronicity.

The individual, the alternate reality creation engine, and anyone that sees or has a vision, or 
another enterprise who wants to be part of the effort towards transforming thought into reality, 
can build a more advanced civilized civilization, which includes freedom, opportunity, 
challenge, reward, health, prosperity, adventure and happiness.

The individual that knows their true heart and soul desire, that is intense and focused on the 
quest to make that reality in the world, is a really awesome force  that transforms and creates 
reality, out of thin air, with imagination, pure energy, consciousness and effort, enthusiastic 
and focused effort.

The individual, the dreamer and visionnaire, in the relentless pursuit of transforming that 
thought into reality, expands imagination and creative faculties on an exponential scale.  The 
possibilities are not limited to a super imposed reality or our limited understanding of what is 
possible in space time. When energy and desire are focused and directed to that vision, the 
true desire of the heart and soul, according the first law of Super Quantum Geometry, “Where 
there is a will there is a way” anything is possible.

An individual or an enterprise, working with Intergalactic Securities & Management 
Corporation, acquires and optimizes custom made high performance components for the 
alternate reality creation engine. Being more organized, figuring things out in greater detail, 
striking the balance of what may be realistic, possible, probable, ideal or anything else, is a 
matter of time, resources, energy, response and things like that. Go big, aim high, reach far, 
test yourself, redefine who you are and what you are capable of, the creator of your vision, 
the individual expression of creative imagination, a life without limitation, your plan in action.

As we envision with greater competence to increase those probabilities to our advantage with 
greater precision, speed and quality of results, something incredibly worthwhile and useful is 
experienced, as we learn and grow in this process. This relates to creativity, that is products 
and services, productivity, tangible and intangible, profitability, in all forms, challenge and 
reward, successful mission tasking, certainly greater self esteem and self actualization, doing, 
being, having, achieving, exploring, creating...the things that we value, what makes us feel 
alive, worthwhile, something that radiates in our heart and soul, the most exciting thing in the 
world.
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An enterprise, an entity or entities, capital structure and securities can be an integrated part of 
that noble quest. That purpose and vision is essential, it is the heart and soul of the matter 
and spirit. After all, why waste time on something you don’t really like or love?  We can work 
all day long, or we can have fun all day long, fun working is where it’s at, the real heart and 
soul of what we are passionate about, it is a thrilling, exciting, pulse pounding reality.

The individual quest as a founder and architect of creating an alternate reality, is a lot like the 
knights of the round table and the search for the holy grail. The evidence and parallels are 
everywhere, some are even more amplified, in a new lifetime, a new timeline, a new 
possibility, with new probabilities, something that creates it right here and right now moment 
by moment, by physics, meta-physics and maybe it is like magic...but remember...

The individual can envision, plan, build and manage anything...

With Intergalactic Securities & Management Corporation
the idea, belief and choice that anything is possible, is already yours...

Your future and your reality today, starts with your wildest dreams, you the individual!

We know that this is not the mainstream health, wealth and freedom gospel, but it is certainly 
great news for someone pro-active, for those with initiative, who endeavour for something 
more, what they envision, for those who wait for nobody to live their greatest dreams, who 
make no excuses, but put forth effort, who accept personal responsibility, who exercise power 
on earth, in their own world, as king of the castle, or anyone anywhere in any environment.  

Without being too religious, expecting God to do it all, is unrealistic, why would God do that, 
after all, if God helps those who help themselves, or if we work with others in a spirit of 
cooperation, we can build great things together, the individual can always build great things, 
to create something from the unlimited power of imagination going beyond what has existed 
or currently exists, something new, bold, vibrant, brilliant imagination alive and well, real.

Essentially, clean up our own mess, build our own economic industrial system, grow our own 
food, make our own family, build our own nation, if you don’t like it, get rid of it, explore what 
you want and discover a universe without limit, a life that promotes possibility and opportunity.

Creative imagination requires effort to create, to transform thought, dreams, vision and plans 
into reality, something tangible, on fire, "I built that!" working together "We built that!" in fact, 
designed it and built the entire infrastructure in the make it happen continuum of possibilities, 
that is not limited by time or space...the monolithic wall or mountain of "not enough money" is 
non-existent, if it was, it could be rendered out of phase, as in obsolete, another direction, 
quest, vector and trajectory is creating an entire new alternate reality, another future, another 
timeline, with all kinds of exciting and exhilarating choice points along the way, omni-
directional, multi-dimensional, multi-physics, where individual creative imagination is free to 
explore, discover, create something personal, with a trademark of intelligence, passion, 
purpose, impetus, resolution, energy, intensity, enthusiasm, brilliant technical genius or any 
kind of genius, that goes beyond any explanation, faster than light, the speed of 
thought...pure energy...that's what I'm talking about!

Now how is that for an idea? You will not read about it in a newspaper, you will never hear 
about it in the news...you the individual with super powers, imagination and a world of 
possibility, the future is waiting for you! Now, that’s freedom for the individual !
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